Distribution of hyaluronan and dermatan/chondroitin sulfate proteoglycans in human aortic dissection.
Aortic dissections (AD) are characterized by the separation of the artery into two sheets, possibly due to fragility of the vessel wall. A mucoid histological pattern, imparted to the tissues mainly by hyaluronan and proteoglycans, can be seen in "cysts" and, in chronic cases, in a band of repair tissue. We studied the localization of hyaluronan, versican, decorin and biglycan in situ in aortas of 21 patients with recent AD, 8 with chronic AD and in 15 control cases. None of these substances was increased in the areas of mucoid "cysts" that possibly contain anomalous material. Similar distributions were seen in normal and dissected aortas: versican and hyaluronan were more prominent in the external half of the medial layer where the dissection usually occurs. Since these molecules play a role in resistance to compression, disorders not detected by our method may be involved in aortic dissection. Hyaluronan was seen adjacent to fibrin at the dissection tear, probably as an early wound repair phenomenon. Biglycan, hyaluronan and mostly versican are seen during advanced repairing. The mucoid deposits may represent various compounds which reflect different disorders in vascular biology.